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My Panel Assignment:

• Introduce myself => 35 yr NASA career; Asst. Project Scientist 
for Landsat 4 and 5, Project Scientist for Landsat 7; Pecora 
Award recipient 2017

• Discuss the 1992 Land Remote Sensing Policy Act and the 
return of Landsat to US government management

• Discuss the following:

-  rescuing MSS data on Wide Band Video (WBV) tapes

-  conceptualization & development of the Long-Term Acquisition Plan

-  rescuing Landsat 5 from rapidly degrading orbit

-  funding/oversight wrt developing a consistent calibration thread

• Reduction in data cost
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1992 Land Remote Sensing Policy Act
• On the heels of Desert Shield and Desert Storm in ‘90 and ‘91, 

coupled with the realization of an obviously failed attempt at 
commercializing Landsat, the Land Remote Sensing Policy Act 
was passed in 1992, returning control of future Landsat 
missions to the US government.

• Initially, US Air Force and NASA were placed in charge of the 
Program and began the joint development of Landsat 7.

• DoD budget cuts in the aftermath of Desert Storm caused the 
Air Force to step away, and a NASA/NOAA/USGS triumvirate 
oversight team was implemented – for a while. 

• That eventually settled out to be a NASA and USGS partnership 
that continues to this day.
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Rescuing MSS data on Wide Band Video (WBV) tapes
MSS data were recorded on WBV tapes; bulk of the data had not been 
converted to modern digital media, the ability to do so was 
disappear-ing and USGS didn’t have the resources; I was proactive and 
successful in securing $3M of NASA EOS funding to save the data.
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The Long-Term Acquisition Plan (LTAP)
Daily possible land images ~810; system constraints limited downlink to 
250 per day. How can we get the best possible global, seasonal archive of 
imagery? An LTAP ‘algorithm’ was developed based on analyzing 10 yrs 
of AVHRR cloud climatology. 
[Note” < 50 scenes per day acquired during commercialization era.]
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Rescuing Landsat 5 from a Rapidly Degrading Orbit
During the commercialization era, orbital maintenance was not under gov’t 
control. At a ‘95 briefing from EOSAT, I learned that they had stopped orbit 
adjust burns ‘for fear of harming the aging satellite.’ I knew the earlier 
equatorial crossing time would have yielded useless data – not enough solar 
flux to illuminate the scene – and I demanded that immediate orbital 
adjustment burns be made; NASA support was offered to accomplish that. L5 
lasted another 17+ years and collected > one million additional scenes, 
provided 8-day coverage with L7, and avoided a crippling data gap.
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Developing a Consistent Calibration Thread
For greatest utility to the user community, there needed to be a consistent 
calibration thread through the entire 50-yr archive of MSS, TM, ETM+, OLI 
data. Garnering consistent funding over many years for this ‘unsexy’ 
under-taking was a challenge. The in-house efforts of Dr. John Barker and 
Brian Markham, aided by Drs. Dennis Helder (SDSU), John Schott (RIT), and 
Kurt Thome et al (UAz), delivered! 
The calibrated 50 yr archive is invaluable for global change research.
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Concept of under-flying in-orbit asset during initial orbit injection  was embraced and has 
become a standard operating procedure
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Reduction in Data Cost

• During the commercialization era, the cost of a Landsat image 

had risen to over $4K per scene and the data were copyrighted 
so it could not be shared. 

- both applications and research were stymied

• With the launch of Landsat 7, USGS lowered the price per 

scene to $600 and removed copyright restrictions.

• EOSAT’s parallel market for selling Landsat 5 copyrighted data 

for $4K per scene disappeared; they soon stepped away and 
returned Landsat 5 to government oversight as well.

• By 2008, USGS had decided to distribute Landsat data free of 

charge and data usage skyrocketed.
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Total Team Effort

Managing and operating a Program 
like Landsat requires a total team 
effort by people who are passionate 
about their role in the overall 
success of the mission. 

Fortunately, we have that with the 
NASA and USGS Team.
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